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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem we consider in this paper, namely the characterization of 
unique normal forms, derives from bifurcation theory. In a typical situa- 
tion, one has an unperturbed vector field near a degenerate equilibrium. In 
order to study the effect of generic perturbations, suitable coordinates are 
introduced and the simplified system is said to be in normal form. A well 
known case is the Hopf bifurcation where a pair of conjugate eigenvalues 
cross the imaginary axis. Using averaging, one can in this case compute the 
periodic orbit that splits off from the equilib~um, A second familiar exam- 
ple is the Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation, where two eigenvalues are zero. 
In all these situations it is necessary to make certain choices, both in the 
definition of what constitutes a “normal form” and in the computation of 
the transformation. The idea here is to use this second kind of choice to 
sharpen the very definition of normal form. While in standard treatments 
only the linear part of the field plays a role, we show that one can effec- 
tively use its non-linear part to remove additional terms, and thus simplify 
the problem further. The underlying philosophy in this type of game is that 
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terms that can be removed by a mere change of coordinates should never 
play a role .in the bifurcation analysis. 
Our treatment extends and applies the theory developed in [Ba89] con- 
cerning the computation of unique normal forms. As pointed out in that 
reference, the explicit calculation of such forms in concrete situations is 
considarable more involved than that of their classical counterparts. This 
should come as no surprise, since their uniqueness entails the uncovering 
of a countable collection of analytic invariants of the bifurcation under 
study. 
Our concern here, besides developing the theory, is to present two exam- 
ples that do not require extensive calculations to be completely understood. 
The first is the one-degree of freedom nilpotent Hamiltonian. This is a 
special subproblem of the Takens-Bogdanov normal form which originally 
motivated much of this work. (For a full treatment of Takens-Bogdanov 
we refer the reader to our forthcoming paper [BaSa91]). The second 
example is known in the literature as the Hamiltonian Hopf bifurcation, 
i.e., the non-semisimple (1 : - 1)-resonance. Here we prove that the first 
order normal form as determined by [Cu82] is in fact unique. To our 
knowledge the only other problems that have been completely worked out 
along these lines are the harmonic oscillator [Ba-Ch88a] and the (1 : 2)- 
resonance [Sa-vMe90], but the list is growing. For classical literature on 
normal form theory the reader is referred to works under such labels as 
“two-time scaling” (e.g., [Nay73]), “Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction” (e.g., 
[VBa89]), “Lie series” (e.g., [Kigl]), and “averaging” (e.g., [Sa85]). 
To state our main results, consider the Hamiltonian 
h=4x2+ f Pk(X,Y), 
k=3 
(1.1) 
where (x, y) E (R2, dx A dy) and the pk are homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k. Following [Cu-Sa86a], one can find a formal symplectic dif- 
feomorphism of (R*; 0) transforming (1.1) to a Hamiltonian of the form 
h”‘=;X*+a,y~+ f 8,yk, 
k=u+l 
(1.2) 
where 3 < ,u < co, and all # 0 if ,u < co. It is well known that although the 
coefficients &k are not necessarily unique, the quantities p and a,, of this 
normal form (hereinafter referred to as “first order normal form”) are 
invariants of h relative to the group of near-identity symplectic transforma- 
tions. In this paper we show that ,a unique (“infinite order”) normal form 
can be obtained from (1.2) by removal of additional terms in a periodic 
fashion determined by the value of ,u, Specifically we prove 
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THEOREM 1. There is a formal symplectic (near-identity) transformation 
of (R’; 0) sending h to 
h(-J)=ix2+ f  
ak yk. (1.3) 
k=p 
k+ - 1 (mod p) 
Moreover the coefficients tlk are uniquely determined by the equivalence class 
of h module the group of near-identity symplectic transformations of (R*; 0). 
Remark. Since the group of analytic near-identity diffeomorphisms of 
(R”; 0) is smaller than the corresponding formal analogue, the c(k are in fact 
an infinite collection of analytic invariants of h. 
Our next result, closely related to Theorem 1, is in fact a byproduct of 
the arguments that were used in its proof. To state it let S’(h) denote the 
centralizer of h, i.e., the space of Hamiltonians that Poisson commute with 
it. Obviously the space of “functions of h,” R[hl], is contained in W(h), but 
the inclusion is generally strict even in the one-degree of freedom case. 
(Example: x3 E U(x2)\R[x21). Yet we have 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the Hamiltonian h of (1.1) is not equivalent 
modulo the group of formal near-identity transformations to its quadratic 
part. Then W(h) = R[h]. 
Remark. The condition concerning the quadratic part is equivalent to 
the invariant p of Theorem 1 being finite, and also to the non- 
linearizability of the associated vector field x(a/dy) + . . . . 
We now turn to our second problem, namely the Hamiltonian Hopf 
bifurcation. Consider the two-degrees of freedom Hamiltonian H = 
S+N+ ... E Ham(R2; 0), where S = x1 y, - x2 y, and N = 4(x: + xi) are 
homogeneous of degree two. To describe Cushman’s normal form for such 
fields we introduce the quadratic nilpotent Hamiltonian M = f( yf + y:). 
A calculation shows that N, M, and T= {M, N} generate a Lie algebra 
isomorphic to sl(2, R) in the centralizer of S. An application of the results 
of [Cu-Sa86b] (see Proposition 2.12 below) yields the following first order 
normal form for H: 
H”‘=S+N+f(S, M) for some f e R[S, M] . (1.4) 
Our main result for this bifurcation is 
THEOREM 3. The first order normal form (1.4) for H is unique. 
Our final result, which parallels Theorem 2, is concerned with the 
centralizer of H. 
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THEOREM 4. There exists a function F= S + . +. E V(H) such that 
%(H)=R[H, J’J. 
In what follows we give an informal description of our methods. (For a 
formal treatment the reader is referred to Sections 2 and 3.) As is usual 
in, normal form theory, the setting is that of a graded Lie algebra 
Y = nFZk, Tk, Elements are written as formal series v = ok, + . . . + 
v,+ . . . . and the finite sums xj<k J v. are denoted Jk(v), the kth jet of v. 
With & :=njzk q, the formal series v = Cz vk converges in the filtration 
topology, i.e., the topology for which the Fk constitute a basis of 
neighborhoods of the origin. For z E & and v E 2 the series exp ad(z) v = 
C,% (adj(zb!i!) v always converges, and the collection exp ad(Y1) is a 
group of filtration preserving Lie algebra automorphisms of 8, which in 
applications to vector fields and Hamiltonians corresponds to the action of 
the group of near-identity transformations of (R”; 0). 
Classical normal form theory is based on the well known fact that if J$ 
is a complement to im ad(vk,)lYk--ko, then v can be conjugated to an 
element v(l) in vkO @ JJk, k. J+$. As mentioned earlier we call this element a 
first order normal form for v. In classical situations k, = 0 and JV”” is 
generally the kernel of an appropriately chosen operator (cf. e.g. [Cu82, 
Cu-Sa86a, Cu-Sa86b, vMe85].) Now to.obtain more refined normal forms 
one could proceed to define higher order normal forms on an ad hoc 
fashion dictated by the nature of the problem. Loosely speaking, if nth 
order normal forms have already been defined in terms of a graded space 
JV(“) so that v can be conjugated to an element i7~ vk, @ JV(“’ then one 
would search for a “reasonable” subspace JV(“+ ‘) of JV@) such that i7 can 
be conjugated to an element in vkO @ .,Vtn+ l). In order to insure con- 
vergence of this infinite process, one could for example introduce the 
following type of control: there should be a sequence k, + cc such that the 
k,th jet of the nth normal form is uniquely determined. For example and 
as mentioned earlier, the first order normal form determines uniquely the 
pth jet, where ,U is the first non-vanishing term above the 0th order term. 
In our work the following idea proved to be useful. Suppose that at the 
nth stage a new grading of 9 can be found so that the k,th jet (already 
unique) is homogeneous. Then one could define the next normal form space 
as the first order normal form space relative to the new grading. Of course 
nothing is gained if the new lowest homogeneous component coincides 
with the old one. In our situation, however, this method was successful and 
lead to final results in the second iteration. The same is essentially true for 
general planar nilpotent vector fields, a topic that will be treated in full in 
[Ba-Sa91]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Sections 2 and 3 are (essen- 
tially) a rehash of known results on normal forms as we need them in our 
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presentation. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of graded Poisson 
algebra, a concept used in Section 5 to derive a uniqueness result when the 
centralizer of the lowest order homogeneous component possesses a special 
property (to be stated there). Section 6 exhibits the Lie algebra of planar 
Hamiltonians as a bigraded Poisson algebra. In Section 7 the theory of 
[Cu-Sa86a] is applied to the situation at hand and formula (1.2) is derived. 
Next the second order normal form is constructed and its properties 
established (Sections 8 and 9), and in the last section we give our version 
of the uniqueness of the first order normal form for the Hamiltonian Hopf 
bifurcation, 
2. NORMAL FORMS IN GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS 
Suppose we have a graded Lie algebra 3 = nmrm, Y:, over a field of 
characteristic zero. The grading is such that [ pm, Ya] G Zm + ,, , m, n 2 ma. 
Identifying Ym with its canonical image in Y we write elements as formal 
series v = C v,, v, E 3,. The finite sum Jk(v) : = Ck = mg v, will be referred 
to as the kth- jet of v. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Ham(R”) = nm, --2 J& = n,, -* Ham,(R”; 0), the 
space of (formal power series) Hamiltonians on T*R” w  R2” graded in such 
a way that Ham,(R”; 0) is the space of homogeneous polynomials of 
degree m + 2. The subalgebra Ham(R”; 0) = fl,,, 3 o Ham,(R”; 0) is the 
space of Hamiltonians which vanish at the origin and have a critical point 
there. 
For 3 as above consider the decreasing filtration pm,, 2 g&,+ 1 2 . . . 
defined by 5. = n,,, 3j 3’,,, (cf. e.g. [Bo61]). The 5 form a basis of 
neighborhoods of 0 for a topology on 2, such that a series of the form 
C vi with vj E q is always convergent. We let rco: 9 + lJmamO sm be the 
nonlinear projection defined by no(v) = v, for v = v, + v,, 1 + ... , with 
v, # 0, and no(O) = 0. 
Let 6 denote the grading function defined on Urnam Zm\(O}, the set of 
homogeneous elements, by 6(v,) = m. We extend 6 to all of 2 by setting 
6(v)=6(rco(v)) for u #O and 6(O)= cg. For arbitrary v, w  one has 
6( [v, w]) > 6(v) -t 6(w), and the relation v E pm is equivalent to 6(v) > m. 
Remark 2.2. The function (VI := 1/26’“) defines a metric d(v, w) = 
1 v - w  1 for the filtration topology. 
The following are immediate consequences of the definitions: 
1. 5’ is the metric completion of the ordinary sum @ Ym. (This is 
the reason for the notation 3’ = 6 Ym used by some authors.) 
2. The Lie bracket is a continuous operation. 
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3. A series C ui is convergent iff vi + 0 (which is the case iff ) uil + 0, 
or equivalently iff 6(uj) -+ co.) Here the ui are not assumed to be 
homogeneous. 
4. L!& is a subalgebra and all the PM with m >O are ideals in &. 
(Observe that [$, Sk] G q+k for all j, k.) 
5. The subalgebra 9, plays a very special role: for each z E 4, the 
series exp ad(z) x = cjaO (adj(z)/j!) x converges in the filtration topology 
for all XE Y. (Indeed G((adj(z)lj!) x) aj+ 6(x) -+ co.) 
EXAMPLE 2.3. S$,(Ham(R”)) = Ham(R”; 0), and %(Ham(R”)) is the 
space of Hamiltonians generating near-identity l-parameter groups of 
(symplectic) diffeomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (cf. e.g. [Ba-Ch88b]). For z E 4, the operator exp ad(z) 
is a filtration preserving Lie algebra automorphism of 9 whose inverse is 
exp ad( -z). Furthermore the Campbell-Hausdorff formula 
~~~~~-t~*~=~+~+~C~~~l+~CC~,vl,rl-~CC~,~l,~l+ ... 
defines a group structure on SI such that the map exp ad : Fi + Aut(P’) 
(the group of filtration preserving automorphisms of 9) is a group 
homomorphism: 
expad(x*y)=expad(x)oexpad(y). 
In particular the set exp ad(F,) is a subgroup of Aut(Y). 1 
EXAMPLE 2.5. In applications to dynamical systems exp ad(gl) 
represents the action of the group of near-identity transformations on 
Hamiltonians or vector fields as the case may be. 
We say that two elements x, y E 9 are equivalent and we write x-y if 
they are in the same orbit of the action of exp ad(%)), i.e., if 
y = exp ad(z) x forsome ZE*. 
The main goal of a refined theory of normal forms is to construct an 
explicit section I to the orbit space map p: 9 --f B/exp ad(Si). If such a 
section has been found, we say that x E dp is in infinite order normal form 
if x = I op( y) for some y E 2, and that the (infinite) normal form of y is xr 
Note that such normal forms are necessarily unique. Following [Ba89] we 
will now show how to construct such a section 1. To each x E 9 we attach 
a sequence Rj(x) c 5$ that we will call “the removable subspaces” as 
follows: 
R(x) = fbcx, % I, R,(x)=R(x)ng. 
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Remarks 2.6. 1. Rj(x) is a linear space even though R(x) is not. (Recall 
that rcO is not linear.) 
2. R,(x) = 0 for j< 6(x). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. R(x) is an exp ad(9,) invariant ofx. 
Proof. Let y = exp ad(z) x and suppose w  E R(x). Then w  = x0( [x, u]) 
for some u E pi. Write u = exp ad(z) u and note that 
z E Fl a rr,(exp ad(z)[x, u]) = x0( [x, u]), 
Consequently 
ICY, 01) = z,(Cexp ad(z) x, exp ad(z) ~1) 
= dew ad(zKx, ~1) 
=7c()([x,u])=w. 
Thus w  E R(y) which proves R(x) s R(y). By symmetry R(x) = R(y). 1 
For given x E 9 let J$ be a sequence of subspaces defined for j > 6(x), 
that are transverse to Rj(x) in q:., i.e., sch that 4+ R,(x) = L$ 
EXAMPLE 2.8. In standard normal form theory of Hamiltonians 
h E Ham(R”; 0) with quadratic part h,, one chooses a complement .A$ to 
ad(h,)(Hamj(R”;O)) in Hamj(R”;O), so that a normal form of h can be 
found in {h,} @nj,, 4. Observe that since ad(h,)(Hamj(R”; 0)) G Ri(h), 
the requirement ~$0 ad(h,)(Hamj(R”; 0)) = Hamj(R”; 0) implies the 
above transversality condition. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Zj” A$ is transverse to Rj(x) for all j> 6(x), then for 
every finite n > 6(x) 3z E FI such that exp ad(z) x = y, with yjc J$ when 
6(x) < j< n. Zf dim@) -C co for all j, then x is equivalent to an element 
Y E nCl(x) @ Ilj 4. 
Proof The first statement is a fairly straightforward generalization to 
our more general situation, of the normalization process in standard nor- 
mal form theory. For completeness we give a proof which, as usual, goes 
by induction. If xkO is the first non-zero component of x we have already 
noted that Rj(x) = 0 for j < k,, so that .A$,, = dpko, and thus z = 0 will get 
the induction started. We may therefore assume that y = exp ad(z) x and 
that yj E A$ for j < n. By Proposition 2.7, R,(y) = R,(x) so that N* is trans- 
verse to R,(y). In particular if y, # Nn we can find 5 E 9, and u, E N” such 
that w, := nO( [y, &])E YX and y, = w, + u,. Since ZE~$ and ad(Z) YE 9n 
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we see that ad(F)k + ’ y E fin + k E Fn + i when k 2 1. Using Proposition 2.4 we 
iset 
exp ad(z” * z) x = (exp ad(F) 0 exp ad(z)) x 
= exp ad(Z) y 
fl”+l 
= y+[Zy] 
fit.+1 
= y/q+ ... +yn + cz Yl, 
= yko+ ... +y,t-ww, 
= yko+ ... +v,, 
which proves our first statement. 
The second statement amounts to the convergence in fli of an infinite 
product of the form . . . * zi * . . . * zl. One can prove this to be the case if 
zi-+ 0 in the filtration topology. However, unlike standard normal form 
theory where one choose zj~ q. E 8, this is not the case here where we 
only assume zj~ fll. The finite dimensionality of the 3 is required in the 
proof of this technical fact which can be found in [Ba89, Theorem 2.21. 1 
For the remainder of this paper we make the blanket assumption that 
unless a statement to the contrary is made, all homogeneous subspaces q of 
a graded Lie algebra are finite dimensional. 
COROLLARY 2.10 (First order normal form theory). Let xP be a 
homogeneous element, andfor j>,u let .A$ be a complement to ad(x,)(&,) 
in .$. Then x=x,+ ... is equivalent to an element y = x, + . . . + 
yj+ .-.with yjE.$jbrj>p. 
Proof: Clearly ad(x,)(qpfl) c Rj(x) so that J$ is transverse to Rj(x) 
in q.. 1 
A space N=nj,, J$ satisfying the conditions of the corollary will be 
called a normal form space for x~,, and elements y of the above form will 
be said to be in first order normal form. 
In the special case of ,u = 0 all the 3 are ad(x,)-invariant, and the con- 
struction of appropriate .4 in classical applications to equilibria of dynami- 
cal systems has become fairly standard, in principle at least (cf. e.g. 
[CuSa86a, CuSa86b, vMeXS]). In those cases the Lie algebra 2” is 
gl(n, R) for general vector fields and sp(n; R) for Hamiltonians. In either 
s@uation the semisimple-nilpotent decomposition x0 = s0 + n, as a linear 
transformation of the ambient space carries over to the ad(xO) action on 
q, and then it is well known that the centralizer %‘(s,) := ker ad&) is 
50519212-9 
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transverse to im ad(x,) [vMe85, Lemma 2.41. Thus all elements in 9 of 
the form x=x0 + h.o.t. have first order normal forms in %(sO) given by 
x(l) = exp ad(z) x with z E PI(P). Moreover any two such normal forms 
are conjugate by an element z E ~r(%‘(q,)) [lot. cit., Theorem 2.71. Thus 
finding a unique normal form xCm) for x as an element of 9 is equivalent to 
(and accomplished by) finding a unique normal form for x(l) in the graded 
Lie algebra U(s,). 
Following [Cu-Sa86b, Section 63 one can make use of the Jacobson- 
Morozov lemma to find elements to, m,E%‘(so) so that the following 
bracket relations hold: 
[no, 4 = t0 
[to, mol = -2mo 
[to, noI = 2no. 
Thus the set (to, no, ma} spans a Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(2, R), and 
for each k we have a representation of this algebra on A$ as well as on 
%$(so) : = %‘(so) n &. From sl(2, R)-representation theory and the finite 
dimensionality of the & we know that 
2 = im ad(n,) @ ker ad(m,) 
%‘(s,) = im ad( %(s,)@ ker ad(m,)( %‘(so). 
LEMMA 2.11. Let X = S + N be the semisimple-nilpotent decomposition of 
an endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector space L. Then im(X( im S) = 
im S. 
Proof. Since S is semisimple L = im SO ker S, and X: im S -+ im S. 
Thus it suffices to assume ker S = 0, i.e., S invertible. With A4 : = -S ‘N 
we have X= S(Z- M) and since S and N commute, A4 is nilpotent so that 
the Neumann series for (I - M)- ’ : = Z + A4 + M* + . . . is finite. Therefore 
in this case X is invertible and in particular surjective. I 
PROPOSITION 2.12. A normal form space in 2’ for x0 is ker ad(s, + m,) 
= ker ad(s,) n ker ad(m,). 
Proof. Since ad(s,) acts semisimply on each Yk we have 
2’ = im ad(s,) 0 ker ad(s,) 
= im ad(s,) 0 @(so) 
= im ad(s,) @ im ad( %(so) @ ker ad( U(s,) 
= (im ad(x,)lim ad(s,) Oim ad( %(so)) @ ker ad( %(so) 
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(by the lemma and (ad( V?(Q) = ad(n,)( SC(sO)) 
= im ad(x,) $ ker ad(m,) r\ ker ad(s,) 
= im ad(x,) 0 ker ad(s, + m,). 1 
3. UNIQUE NORMAL FORMS 
As is well known first order normal forms (i.e., classical normal forms) 
are generally not unique. To obtain a true classification of orbits, more 
stringent conditions on the J$ are needed, namely that the J$ be com- 
plements to the R,(x) in $ for all j > p. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Infinite order normal form theory). Let 4~ 3 be Q 
fixed sequence of subspaces and assume dim(q) < co. Then the set 
W= {xE9[Rj(x)@A$=~ for allj} 
is invariant under exp ad(&) and every x E W has a unique normal form in 
nJ$ 
ProoJ: Invariance of W follows from Proposition 2.7, and existence of 
normal forms in l-J J$ from Proposition 2.9. As for uniqueness, we may 
assume that y = exp ad(z) x with both x and y in n 4. We prove that 
[z, x] = 0. Otherwise let wj the first non-zero component of [z, x]. We 
clearly have wj~Rj(x)=Rj(y), as well as adk(z)xE$+k_, for k>l. In 
particular xk>* (ad“(z)/k!) x E S$+, (a closed subspace of 9). Thus 
q+1 
y - x+[z,x] 
F,,+I 
= 7cox+ “’ +Xj+ [Z, X]j 
= ?rr,x+ ... +xj+w- I’ 
This yields yi=xi for i<j and yj=xj+ wj, from which we get wj= 
y, - xi E 4n Rj(x) = 0. This contradicts wj # 0. fl 
In our applications we will find it expedient to switch to a second 
grading ~5~~) of 2 naturally dictated by the problem at hand, which will 
give us better control over the spaces R,(x) and J$ of Theorem 3.1. Let us 
therefore assume that 2 is a bigraded Lie algebra with degree functions 
6(i), a(2) such that the following hold: 
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Here 9; consists of bihomogeneous elements UT such that S(i)(uT)=j, 
and c~(~)(u,“) = k. We will denote J+~ G--(“) the filtration associated with the 
grading 6’“‘. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Ham(R) has a natural second degree, namely the degree 
dcx) (the “x”-degree) defined as follows: Introduce (x, y) coordinates on R*, 
and for each j and k, declare the monomial xk+ ‘yj as having x-degree k. 
Observe that 6”‘(~~+~yj) = k +j. A straightforward calculation shows that 
Ham(R) is a bigraded Lie algebra. 
For our next result we will assume that for each j and k, dim(q) and 
dim(9’) are both finite. Note that even though this is not the case in the 
above example, the finite dimensionality conditions do hold for any degree 
of the form 8(‘) = n8(” + m6(“J, where n, m are positive integers. We will 
make use of this fact later on. 
Remark 3.3. If the dimensions of all q and Yk are finite, then the 
filtrations 9:“, 9;” give rise to the same topology. 
Let xP = x; + . . . + xi” be a 6”)-homogeneous element. We assume that 
its lowest 6”‘-component xt: admits a bigraded normal form space .Af. 
Specifically, we require the following for every j > n, and k 2 k,: - 
1. 4=@k.h$ 
2. JV~ = .A$n gk, and 
3. ad(xf:)(q-.)@4=q.. 
We remark that 1 is automatically satisfied if J$ has a basis 
bihomogeneous elements. Let Jlrk : = oj, n .AfT. 
of 
PROPOSITION 3.4. In addition to the above, assume that FfL 1 c 9; 
Then j&,p Nk contains a normal form space for x”. More precisely, 
41. 
ad(xfi)(YkBP n 9:“) + Kirk = ~2’~. 
Proof. We fix k>p and write = to indicate congruence mod 
ad(xP)(PkVP n s”‘,“) + Jlrk. Since dim Yk < co, gk = @j”=,,, 9; for some 
m, M. Let uk E 9’. We want to prove that uk z 0. If this is not so, then for 
every wk z uk there exists j < M such that wk = wt + . . . + wk,, with w; # 0. 
Choose wk for which j is largest. Since .4’” is a normal form space for x;, 
we can find z~-“E~-_. and vje4such that [x;,zi-,]=w~+vj. Taking 
(SC*)) kth-homogeneous components, we obtain [x;, zr:f] = w: + v:. 
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Since k > p we have 0 # w’T E 9i2) c 9:: 1 c 4tJ11i, (by hypothesis). Thus 
j> n + 1 so that zT:L E 9;” n Tk-p’. This implies 
o~[x”,z;~~]=wjk+vjk+[x~+l,z~~~]+ ... +[x;,z;z;] 
=wj”+%;+l+ ‘.. +bG,$, where I?: = [xt+ i-i, z;:;]. 
Write u,” = w,” - G),“, s aj + 1. From the above congruence we conclude 
wk=wjk+ 1 w$ c (wp-q)= c u;:= zdk, 
Sbjfl s>.i+l 3>j+ 1 
so that u~-w~zu~=u~+~+ . . . +z&. This contradicts the maximality 
ofj. 1 
4. GRADED POISSON ALGEBRAS 
Let 3 = njaO 9j be a Poisson algebra with unity over a field of charac- 
teristic 0 (which for notational simplicity will be assumed to be R). 
Suppose that 1~9&,, and that 9 is graded as a ring: Vj, k, Sj:.Yeks gj:.tk. 
We will say that W is a graded Poisson algebra if for some constant c the 
grading defined by 3” : = 9A+C turns 3’ : = B? = n,, --c 5$ into a graded 
Lie algebra: {YA, Tp} cZ~+~. A graded Poisson algebra has the following 
additional properties: 
1. W is a graded module over the Lie algebra of derivations 3’ : VA, j, 
(~~, ~j:.> ~~j+1; and 
2. 9 is a graded module over the ring W: Vj, 1, 9JjZA z YA +j. 
Let a,, d,, be the ring and Lie algebra grading functions defined on 
U gj=U J$ such that for u~%?~\{O}and UEY~\{O>, S,(u)=j, 6,(u)=1 
with 6,(O) = 6,(O) = co. For homogeneous elements U, u, with non- 
vanishing product or bracket (as the case may be), we can express all the 
above properties in terms of the degree functions as follows: 
a. 6,(uu) = 6,(u) + 6,(u) 
b. &({u, u}, = J,(u) + 6,(u) 
c. G,(ad(u) u) = 6,(u) + 6,(u) 
d. 6,(uu) = 6,(u) +6,(o). 
Setting u = 1 in d yields 
6, = 6, + b,( 1). (4.1) 
On account of & = B?,,, we see that c = -6,( 1). This argument also 
shows that had we defined a graded Poisson algebra as a Poisson algebra 
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with two degree functions 6,, 6,, satisfying ad, we would have been lead 
by necessity to the conclusion that the Lie grading must be obtained from 
the ring grading by a mere shift of degrees. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in graded Lie algebras. For this 
reason, and in what follows, every unsuscripted 6 will refer to the grading 
of a Lie algebra, the notation 6, being reserved for gradings on rings. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let R [x, y] be the ring of formal power series in the 
variables (x, y) E R” x R”. As a space R [x, y] coincides with Ham(R”), and 
together they constitute a Poisson algebra. Now any assigment of weights 
6,(x,), 6,(yi) will turn R[x, y] into a graded ring. On the other hand we 
claim that in order to have a graded Poisson algebra with 6 = 6, -c = 
6, - 6( 1) one must have 6,(xi y;) = S&xi yi) for all i, j. Indeed this follows 
f rom 
6*(xi Yi) = 6g(xil + 69( Vi) = 6(xi) - 6(1) + 6( Yil - d( ll 
=6({xi,yi})-26(1)=6(1)-26(1)= -6(l). 
Conversely if 6,(xi yi) = 6,(xj y,) f or all i, j, then one easily checks that 
the Lie algebra degree 6 : = 6, - 6,(xi yi) together with a,, turn R [x, y] = 
Ham(R”) into a graded Poisson algebra. A Particular case of interest in this 
paper is that of n = 1. Here any assignment of positive weights to x and y 
will turn Ham(R) into a graded Poisson algebra with degree function 
6 = 6, -6,(x) - 6,(y), such that 
d(l)= -~&)-6,(Y). (4.3) 
Let 9’ be a graded Poisson algebra whose ring structure has no zero 
divisors. In this case the multiplicative property a. of 6, extends to non- 
homogeneous elements. A straightforward calculation using (4.1) now 
yields 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let B have no zero divisors. Then for arbitrary a E B 
its k th power satisfies 
6(ak) = k6(a) + (1 - k) 6(l). (4.5) 
5. UNIQUENESS OF FIRST ORDER NORMAL FORMS 
In this section we will show that in certain situations of interest the first 
order normal form relative to a fixed homogeneous element a,E B is 
already unique. 
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For UE~, let %?(a) denote the centralizer of a, i.e., %?(a) = 
{zd) {a, z} =O}. Ob serve that if 9 is an arbitrary subset of the center 
of 9 then R [a, Y] E %(a). Our basic assumption about aP to be in force 
till the end of this section will be 
where Y is a fixed subset of the center of 9. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let a = a,, + . ..and let zj + *.. + z, be such that 
J,,+, (zj+ ... +z,, u} =O. Then zj+ ... + z, can be extended to an element 
z=zj+ *.. +z,+ . . . such that z E R [a, a. In particular z E U(a). 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on r>j. If Jfl+j{zj,a)= {~~,a,}=0 
then by (5.1) zj=p(uF, 9) for some p E R [a,, 91. In this case z =~(a, 9) 
is clearly the desired extension. Now assume the result holds for r < k and 
suppose that Jp+k+l{zj+ ... +z~+~, u} =O. Then J,,+k{zj+ ... +zk+,, u} 
= 0 and by the induction hypothesis we can find ZE R [a, Y] of the form 
5=zj+ -a. +zk+zk+*+ . . . . Letd,+,=z”,+,-z,+,.Then 
O=J,+k+l{zi+ ... +&+,,a} 
By the first part of the proof Ak+, has an extension A E R[a, P'PI]. The 
element z = z” - A is clearly an extension of zj + . . . + zk + , as required. [ 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let a, satisfy (5.1). Then first order normal forms for all 
elements a = a, + . . . relative to an arbitrary normal form space for a,, are of 
infinite order, i.e., unique. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1 all we need to prove is Rj(a) G ad(a,)(+J. 
Let q,(a,z}~R~(a) where j=p+r+l and ra0. Then Jp+r{J,~,a}= 
Jp+r {z, u} = 0. By the above proposition J,z can be extended to an 
element Z E U(a). We have 
n&, z} = Ji{a, ,F+z-5) = Ji{a, z-Z} 
= a,,z,+,-2i,+,)~imad(a,). { 1 
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Of related interest is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf %?(a,) = R [a,, Y4pIl and a = a, + . . . , then %?(a) = 
R [a, 9’1. In particular if Y is empty, the only elements commuting with a 
are the power series in a, i.e., the “functions of a.” 
Proof. We only need to prove ‘X(u) S-R [a, Y”T]. Let z E U(u). Since 
R[u, 91 is a closed subspace of 8, it suffices to construct a sequence z” = z 
mod (R [a, Yp4) with .zn E %?(a), such that zn + 0 in the filtration topology, 
or equivalently such that b(z”) -+ co. Let z’ = z and assume z* . . . zj . . . zn 
have been constructed so that 6(z j+ ‘) > 6(z) +j. By Proposition 5.2 rr,,(zn) 
has an extension w  E R[u, 91. Setting z”+ ’ = w  - x,,(z”) we clearly have 
z” + ’ E zn mod (R [a, Y4pB ), and 
S(z “+‘)=S(w-;rr,(z”))bS(z”)+ 1 >,d(z)+n+ 1. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. If q,(u) = a, satisfies (5.1) and a = exp ad(z) a for 
some ZERO, then ZER[U, Sq. 
Proof: The result follows from the proposition and the well known fact 
(cf. e.g. [vMe85, Theorem 2.181) that for z E FI, exp ad(z) a = a o 
{u,z}=O. 1 
6. STRUCTURE THEORY 
Recall that Ham(R; 0) is the space of formal power series Hamiltonians 
in the variables x and y, with coefficients in R, and with the Poisson 
bracket 
(h, h’) =!?!t?!!-!!$ 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let 
a. u:=x’+~~~+~-‘, k=O, 1, 2, ..,, -1 <l<k+ 1. 
b. Hamk(R; 0) = span {u:} 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The structure constants of the Lie algebra Ham(R; 0) 
with respect to the basis {u~}~~;_~.‘i:.;,k+ ’ are given by 
{u;,u;s}=((l’+ l)(k+2)-(1+ l)(k’+2))u:f+‘;,. (6.3) 
ProoJ This follows from a direct computation. 1 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Ham(R; 0) is a bigraded Poisson algebra, where the 
gradings are given by 
S”‘(ai) = k (6$‘(x) = Sg’( y) = 1 the usual grading) and 
6(“)(ak) = I (cq(x) = 1 6%‘(y) = 0) 3 
or any linear combinaton of these two. (Cf: Example 3.2). 1 
Remark. Later on we will change the definition of the second degree to 
a linear combination dc2) of a(‘) as needed. 
COROLLARY 6.5. The following relations hold: 
(i) ad(aA) ai = -2(k + 1 -I) a:+‘, 
(ii) ad(ai) a: = (2Z- k) a:, 
(iii) ad(a;‘) ai =2(1+ 1) a:-‘. 1 
7. THE NILPOTENT HAMILTONIAN 
In what follows we apply the theory of (first order) nilpotent normal 
forms as developed in [Cu-Sa86a]. Let 
N = - iad 
H = ad(ai) 
M = $ad(a;‘). 
PRoPo~ITI~N 7.1. The triple ( N, M, H > spans a Lie algebra isomorphic 
to sl(2, R), and its action on Ham(R) defines a representation of the latter 
whose irreducible components are the (j + 3 )-dimensional spaces 
Ham,(R; 0) = @ Hamj(R; 0). 
I=-1 
Proof: A straightforward calculation using Corollary 6.5 yields 
[N,M]=H 
[H,M]=-2M 
[H, N] = 2N 
so that span {N, M, H} 5 sl(2; R). We also obtain 
Ma,: ’ = 0 and Ha,: ’ = - (2 +.i) a,: ’ . 
505/92/2-10 
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Thus a,: ’ is a top vector of weight j + 2. The result follows from standard 
sl(2; R)-representation theory. 1 
COROLLARY 7.2. We have 
Ham(R; 0) = im N 0 ker M. 
Proof. Again, this is a direct consequence of elementary sl(2; R)- 
representation theory. It can also easily be deduced in this specific case 
from Corollary 6.5. 1 
We now turn to the study of a Hamiltonian vector field of the form 
whose Hamiltonian can be taken to be, up to sign convention, of the 
form (1.1). In terms the basis { ui} we can write h = $zA + . . . . To obtain 
a first order normal form apply Corollary 2.10 with p= 0 making the 
choice 4 = ker M ) Hamj(R; 0). From Corollary 6.5 (iii) we see that 
J$ = span {a.,: ’ }. This yields 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Every element h = $zh + . . . E Ham(R; 0) has a normal 
f orm 
h(l)= ;a:,+ f a,rq’, CX~ER. 1 (7.4) 
j=l 
It is well known (cf. e.g. [vMe85],) that even though the coefficients 01~ 
of (7.4) are not necessarily exp ad(Fi)-invariants of h, the order /.A of the 
first non-zero coefficient, as well as clP itself, is uniquely determined by h. For 
further reference, we state this as 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let h”‘=ia’+or a-1 + . . . +a,a:l + . . . ,rtf(l)= 
;a:, + CQp’ + . . . + &jq’ + . . . be2 b\th L Tirst order n/or/ma1 form relative 
to aA and suppose that u,,, CFi # 0. Then fi = p and a”, = aP. On the other hand 
if all the aj vanish, then the same holds for the Cj. 
In terms of the original (x, y) coordinates we have 
The relabeling CQ yk + ’ --) d, yk and p + 2 + p yields formula (1.2) of the 
introduction. 
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8. SECOND ORDER NORMAL FORM 
Suppose h ‘I’= ;a;+qJq + . . . E Ham(R; 0) is in tirst order normal 
form with r,, # 0. To further normalize h”’ we introduce a new grading dc2) 
on Ham(R; 0) in such a way that the first two terms of h are homogeneous 
and of the same degree. Thus we set 
~'2'4y"+pp' 9 (8.1) 
which according to Corollary 6.4 amounts to 
bf2’(a:) = 2k + p/. (8.2) 
Using a:=,‘+‘yk+‘-’ (cf. Definition 6.1) one easily checks that this is a 
Poisson algebra grading as in Example 4.2, with 6$‘(.u)=p +2 and 
6$)(y) = 2, so that from (4.3) we have 
cP2)(l)= -p-4, (8.3) 
and also 
ht2’(aA) = ,(‘)(a; ‘) = p, and b’2’(a-‘)>pforp>p. P 
Remark 8.4. It follows from Proposition 7.5 that dc2’ only depends on 
the exp ad(%)-class of h and not on the particular normal form used. 
Now we switch to &“-related notation and correspondingly write 
h”)=a !J + . . . +a.+ . . . * with 6’2’(aj,) = i.. 
Note that a = La’ + a a -I. Thus we are again in the setting of 
Corollary 2.10: anZd “,n w: Lave to do is find a complement to im ad(a,). 
PROPOSITION 8.5. The space ,V : = n:,,, Ham, ‘(R; 0) contains a 
normal form space for ap = tah + air a; ‘, 
Pro05 Since Fc2’ ~+, c 9, (= Fi”), the result follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.4. 1 
We now set I-:= ad(fa; ‘)oad(a,), and note that df2’(r) = 
tSf2’(ag’) + dt2’(a,) = -p+,u =0 so that r is an endomorphism of 
Hami2’(R; 0). (Here we have used the convention that an endomorphism E 
of the graded space B= n 3”, is homogeneous of degree v if E(gA) c S$+ y 
for all A.) The motivation for the definition of f is as follows: we want to 
find z E ?& such that 0 # {z, a,} E ker ad(a; ‘) removes a term from the first 
order normal form. The requirement apparently is 
rz=o. 
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This is obviously a general principle: if the kth order normal form can be 
characterized as the kernel of some linear operator A, and the (k + 1)th 
normal form is in the complement of im B, let r= AB and solve for 
Tz = 0. Once ker r has been determined, it remains to be shown what its 
image under B is, or in our case, under ad(a,). To study ker r we set 
rA = rl Hami2’(R; 0). 
PROPOSITION 8.6. ker ad( Hami2)(R; 0) c ker(r,), and r, is injectiue 
unless A E p E - 2 (mod p + 2), in which case dim ker rI = 1. 
Prooj A calculation using (6.3) shows that 
r(a:)=(z-k-i)(z+2)a:+cl,1(1+1)(~+22)a',-,2,. (8.7) 
Now the collection (a:}, - 1 <I< k + 1 with ~5’~‘(a:) = I is an ordered 
basis of Hami2)(R; 0) if we declare ui < ui, whenever k< k’. The 
significance of (8.7) is that relative to this ordered basis, the matrix of r is 
lower triangular, so that 
spec {r( Hami2) (R; 0)) 
=((I-k-l)(1+2)lk>0,2k+pZ=1, -ldZbk+l}. 
We see from the above that ker(r,) # 0 iff I = 2k + pZ and Z = k + 1, so that 
I = (2 +p) k+ p= p E -2 (mod p + 2). The result follows from 
rA = ad(a;‘)oad(a,)) Hamy)(R; 0) and the fact that whenever 0 is in 
spec(r,), it has algebraic multiplicity 1, which can be seen directly from 
(8.7). 1 
For the next proposition observe that the congruence ,I s p (mod p + 2) 
splits into two separate cases (mod 2~ + 4) : ,? = p and Iz = - 2. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. a. If IS -2 (mod 2~+4), say I= k(2p+4)-2, 
and z is a generator of ker(r,), then z = cu$ _ 1 mod Ftk’, and {a,, z > is a 
nonvanishing multiple of ak(: + 2j + Ic _ 1. 
b. Zf L=p (mod 2~+4), say I= k(2p+4)+p, then 
ker(ad(a,)j Ham$,2’(R; 0)) = ker(r,) = ((a$’ ’ ). 
Proof. a. Using (8.2) observe that ,I = cS’~‘(U$- r). Thus we try to 
construct a #‘)-homogeneous element ZE ker Ti of the form 
2k z=uZkPl+ . ..such that O#(z,a,}Ekera~. With b,=l and (b,}iC1 to 
be determined, let 
z=a,,_,+ ... = i b,,,a:kk::yM,,,. 2k 
m=O 
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From (8.2) we see that ~c2’(a~~~~“,, ) = (2k - 1 )(p + 2) + p = A, and using 
the structure constants (6.3). we obtain 
(z&J= i hi?o++b,,-I,,, Zk-2m+l 
m=O 
- 5 b,(~+2)a,(2k-2m+l)a:~_:5~~,+,, 
m=O 
PI=0 
k 
- 1 6,(~+2)a,(2k-2m+l)a:~_:T:;“,+,,. 
If we let 
(m+ l)b,+, =(2k-2m+l)cc,b,,O<m<k-1, 
then all b, are non-zero and we find that 
This establishes a. 
b. In this case we see from (4.5) in conjunction with (8.3) that 
c~(~)((u,)~+‘) = A. Since ad(a,)((aJk+ ‘) = 0 and 
dim(ker ad( Hami2’(R; 0)) < 1, 
(aJk+’ must generate ker ad( Ham$,2)(R; 0). 1 
THEOREM 8.9. The second order normal form of h is 
hc2’ = fa; + E 
-1 
akak . (8.10) 
k=p 
k&p--l (modp+2) 
In the original (x, y) coordinate the normal form can be written (after an 
appropriate change of notation) as 
u-2 
h(‘) = ix2 + c f,(y”) yP, f, E R %r”l, foPI = 0, f;(O) Z 0, P 2 3. 
p=o 
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Proof: From Proposition 3.4 with n = 0 we conclude that the normal 
form space for u: is transverse to im ad(a,)l@i”, and from a. of the last 
proposition we see that the transversality holds even after removal of the 
multiples of a$ + 2) + ~ _ , . It follows from Corollary 2.10 that h is conjugate 
to an element as in (7.4) from which the above mentioned terms have been 
removed. 1 
9. INFINITE ORDER NORMAL FORM 
We now turn to the first two results stated in the Introduction. To this 
end consider a nilpotent Hamiltonian h of the form (1.1) and let ho) be any 
first order normal form. As in the last section we write 
h(l’=a P + . . . +al+ . . . 
where dc2)(aA) = 2 and a, = $2: + ~,a;’ = ix2 + ~1, yfif2. 
LEMMA 9.1. %‘(a,) = R [uJ. 
Proof: This is a restatement of item b. in Proposition 8.8. 1 
THEOREM 9.2. %‘(h)=R[hj. 
ProoJ By the lemma and Proposition 5.4 the result is true with h 
replaced by h(l). Now h = exp ad(z) h (l) for some z E Fi, and the operator 
exp ad(z) is both a ring and a Lie algebra automorphism of Ham(R) = 
R [x, ~1. Thus we have w(h) = exp ad(z) %(/z(l)) = exp ad(z) R [/&“a = 
Rl[hil. I 
THEOREM 9.3. The second order normal form (8.10) is unique. 
Proof The result follows by combining Lemma 9.1 with Theorem 5.3 
and the observation that one can take Y to be empty. 1 
Theorems 1 and 2 have now been established, the former in Theorem 9.3 
together with an obvious relabeling of @lo), and the latter in Theorem 9.2. 
10. THE HAMILTONIAN HOPF 
The Hamiltonian Hopf bifurcation which occurs in the non-semisimple 
(1: - l)-resonance, has been extensively studied in [vMe85]. It is charac- 
terized by the coincidence of two pairs of (complex conjugate) eigenvalues 
on the imaginary axis, followed by their splitting off into the complex plane 
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thus destabilizing the equilibrium. Since this is the closest a Hamiltonian 
system can come to behaving like a Hopf bifurcation, this is called the 
Hamiltonian Hopf. Of course this terminology is further sustained by the 
birth of a periodic orbit. In this section we use the methods of this paper 
to show that the first order normalform for this bifurcation is unique. 
Consider the two-degrees of freedom Hamiltonian 
H=S+N+ . . . E Hom( R2; 0), (10.1) 
where S= x1 y,- x2 y, and N= $(xT +x:) are homogeneous of (Poisson 
algebra) degree 0 (cf. Example 2.1)). The program outlined in the 
paragraph preceding Proposition 2.12 is carried out explicitly in this 
case by introducing the quadratic Hamiltonians T= x, y, +x2 y, and 
M= $(y: +y$ We have 
{M,Nj=T (T,S)=O 
{T,M}=-2M {M,S}=O 
{T,N}=2N {N, S} = 0, and 
S2 + T2 = 4MN. 
We are now ready for Theorems 3 and 4 of the Introduction, 
THEOREM 10.2. The first order normal form of H is 
H”‘=S+ N+f(S, M) 
for some f E R [S, M]. This form is unique. 
Proof: A calculation using the above relationships shows that ker 
ad(S) n ker ad(M) = R [St MJ. This together with Proposition 2.12 gives 
the first order normal form. To obtain uniqueness we pass to the graded 
Poisson algebra ker ad(S). With notation as in (5.1) and a, = S + N we 
have %(S + N) = ker ad(S) n ker ad(N) = R [S, NJ. Thus we can apply 
Theorem 5.3 with Y = {S}. 4 
THEOREM 10.3. Let H be as in (10.1). Then there exists F= S + . . E 
W(H) such that V(H) = R [H, I;ll. 
ProofI Since GR(S+ N) = RI[S, NJ we can apply Proposition 5.4 to the 
first-order normal form H”’ and conclude that %(H”)) = R [H(l), S]. Since 
H = exp ad(Z) H(l) for some Z E 9,) the theorem clearly follows by setting 
F= exp ad(Z) S. 1 
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